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506-8107437,-% !k)(#Q% !"% )!iQ% d)"#!% #(% )I(d%
506-8G637,-% !!)iId% !"% )k"Q% #")d&k% #(% )di&%
W'+J% #d)i!#% #(% )!&k% #Q)dkk% #(% )Qd#%
+073716G%5F7-H7-@% ##)Q&k% #"% )k!#% ##)#kk% #"% )kQd%
J/G.'R-6G:878% &)QdQ% #"% )(&k% #!)!((% #"% )!i&%
D0/460637,-% .,0%
+0/</-376G8%
#I)Qdk% #(% )#Ik% #d)"Q(% #(% )k#i%
J/0K71/%g/60-7-@% kQ)i!&% !"% )"!!p% !Q)QQQ% #(% )"(&%
D,03.,G7,% !i)kI&% !"% )#(k% !")"&I% !"% )Q(!%
C-30:%M/Z>70/A/-38%% #")!di% #"% )Q#d% I)#kd% #"% )(#I%
















C-306-1/% 0/Z>70/A/-38%<7../0% .0,A%1,GG/@/% 3,%1,GG/@/$%L>3% 3F/0/%;68%1,-8/-8>8% 3F63% 830713% /-306-1/% 0/Z>70/A/-38%
7A4613%83></-3%8>11/88)%_,>0%,.% 3F/%.7K/%40,@06A8%F6K/%07@,0,>8%0/Z>70/A/-38% .,0%/-306-1/% 7-3,% 3F/% 7-3/040/37-@%







DF68/% 5;,% 0/Z>70/<% 6-% /Y3/0-6G% 4/0.,0A6-1/% /Y6A7-637,-)% 5F0//% ,.% .7K/% /-1,>06@/% 6-% /Y3/0-6G% 4/0.,0A6-1/%
/Y6A7-637,-% L>3% <,% -,3% 0/Z>70/% 73)% M/84,-</-3% W% 4>04,03/<% 3F63% 3F/% H/:% 3,% 83></-3% 8>11/88% 78% 8/337-@% /Y73%
0/Z>70/A/-38)%JF/%8363/<$%be2f3% 7A46138% 3F/70% 7-K,GK/A/-3%6-<%</<71637,-%6-<%F,;%3F/:%<,% 3F/70%;,0H%F,>08%6-<%
F,;%3F/:%7-3/0613c%6-<$%3F/0/.,0/$%1,-1G></<%3F63%/836LG78F7-@%/Y73%0/Z>70/A/-38%<,/8$%7-%.613$%6../13%10/</-376G7-@)%
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56LG/%i% 0/40/8/-38%1F7'8Z>60/% 0/8>G38%>87-@% 3F/%a+2C+%0/8>G38% .,0%b,3F/0% 3F6-%1>0071>G60c% .613,08% 0/G637K/% 3,% 37/0%
06-H%,.% 3F/%40,@06A8)%T,83% 3/838% .67G/<% 3,% 0/61F% 3F/%1,-K/-37,-6G% 0/^/137,-% G/K/G%,.% )"(%6-<$% 3F/0/.,0/$% .67G/<% 3,%
0/^/13%3F/%->GG%F:4,3F/8/8)%5F/%87-@G/%/Y1/437,-%7-%3F78%8/3%,.%<636%78%3F/%3:4/%,0%G/-@3F%,.%40,@06A)%2%1,-<>13/<%6%%








_613,0% o% 0-* .*
W/@0//%3:4/%% !")k#(% !% )"""pp%
5:4/%,.%7-8373>37,-% Q)IId% !% )"&!%
T7-7A>A%</@0//%,.%40,@06A%<70/13,0% d)d!i% Q% )#"!%
T7-7A>A%10/</-376G%.,0%40,@06A%<70/13,0% I)#!"% Q% )"(&%
M/8,>01/8% #I)di!% #i% )!k#%
T7-7A>A%</@0//%.,0%_5%7-3/040/37-@%.61>G3:% i)#Q"% &% )ik!%
T7-7A>A%10/</-376G%.,0%_5%7-3/040/37-@%.61>G3:% Q)"(&% Q% )kI&%
T7-7A>A%</@0//%.,0%_5%RJg%.61>G3:% ()"ik% &% )d(#%
T7-7A>A%10/</-376G%.,0%_5%RJg%.61>G3:%% #k)((#% &% )"IQ%













56LG/% d% 0/40/8/-38% 3F/% 0/8>G38% ,.% 3;,% 1F7'8Z>60/8% .,0% b,3F/0'3F6-'1>0071>G60c% .613,08)% 2% 1,-<>13/<% 3;,% !';6:%
1,-37-@/-1:%36LG/%6-6G:8/8%3,%/K6G>63/%;F/3F/0%3F/0/%;68%6%0/G637,-8F74%L/3;//-%3F/%37/0%06-H%6-<%3F/%<63/%;F/-%










_613,0% o% 0-* .*
J7-@G/'W/16</%m0,>47-@%D0,@06A%P68%C836LG78F/<%% d)Iki% i% )!Qk%
m0,>47-@%D0,@06A%P68%C836LG78F/<%% i)IQd% !% )"k#p%
.%q%)"()%
%
56LG/% &% 0/40/8/-38% 1F7'8Z>60/% 0/8>G38% ,.% b,3F/0'3F6-'1>0071>G60c% .613,08% 0/G637K/% 3,% 8363/'% 6-<% -637,-6G'G/K/G%
10/</-376G7-@% 063/8)% R3% 3F/% 8363/% G/K/G$% A,83% 3/838% .67G/<% 3,% 0/61F% 3F/% 1,-K/-37,-6G% 0/^/137,-% G/K/G8% ,.% )"(% 6-<$%





















W/@0//%5:4/%% #Q)i!I% (% )"#!p% #")Idd% (% )"(!%
5:4/%,.%J3></-38% #i)!II% #(% )ki!% #d)(di% #(% )!&i%
J>44,03%L:%+,AA>-73:% &)d&"% #(% )&&I% &)d("% (% )##I%
2-3/06137,-% ;73F% a637K/%
N8/08%
#!)#(d% #(% )iid% !k)i""% #(% )"d!%
+G6880,,A%_617G737/8% #I)k(Q% !"% )QII% !!)d"&% !"% )k"k%
M/8,>01/8% #d)((I% !"% )i#i% !()d("% !"% )#dQ%
g6L%_617G737/8% #")&#I% #(% )di(% !#)(ik% #(% )#!"%
5/1F-,G,@:% #")"&k% #(% )&#Q% !Q)I("% #(% )"(#%
+,F,03%J:83/A% #!)"k#% #"% )!&k% #k)#i(% #"% )!#(%
S(#$@**J363/$%S%j%!k?%-637,-6G$%S%j%!#)%p.%q%)"()%
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G/60-7-@$% 16A4>8% 1G>L8$% 1G6880,,A% 0/Z>70/A/-38$% 6-<% 7-<7K7<>6G8% .0,A% 2CD8% 613>6GG:% @/337-@% ,>3% 7-3,% 3F/% G60@/0%
1,AA>-73:)%T,83%,.%3F/%DF68/%5;,%40,@06A8%;/0/%G,163/<%;73F7-%6%G60@/%W/6.%1,AA>-73:$%6-<%0/40/8/-3637K/8%
.0,A% L,3F% 40,@06A8% 6@0//<% 3F63% 1G,8/% 40,Y7A73:% 3,% 6% G60@/% W/6.% 4,4>G637,-% 78% 6-% 6<K6-36@/)% M/84,-</-3% C%
L/G7/K/<% 3F63% 7-3/06137,-%;73F% 3F/% G,16G%W/6.%1,AA>-73:% 78%K736G% 3,% 83></-3% 8>11/88)%M/84,-</-3%#&%/1F,/<% 3F78%











%%%%%5F/% .7K/% 0/84,-</-38% >-6-7A,>8G:% 6@0//<% 3F63% F6K7-@% 3/61F7-@% 836..%;F,% 60/% /-@6@/<% 68% 40613737,-/08% 78% 6-%
7A4,036-3%.613,0%.,0%83></-3%8>11/88)%M/84,-</-3%]%8>44,03/<%3F78%688/037,-%L:%83637-@%3F63%%3/61F/08%;F,%1,-37->/%
3F/70% ;,0H% 68% 7-3/040/37-@% 40613737,-/08% >G37A63/G:% /Y4/07/-1/% 3F/% A,83% L/-/.73)% M/84,-</-3% +% 6<</<% 3F63% 73% 78%




46038% ,.% 2CD8%-637,-;7</)% 2-% 6% !""I%a+2C+% 8>0K/:% B+,H/G:%U%P7-83,-$% !"#"E$% #k"%40,@06A8%;/0/% 7-K73/<% 3,%
4603717463/)%_7.3:'.,>0%7-8373>37,-8%0/84,-</<%3,%3F/%8>0K/:)%`.%3F,8/$%k"l%,.%!':/60%40,@06A8%6-<%!&%l%,.%Q':/60%
40,@06A8% <7<% -,3% 3061H% @06<>63/% 10/</-376G% 063/8)% g61H% ,.% 3061H7-@% <636% 0/8>G38% 7-% 6% G/88'3F6-'1,A4G/3/%
>-</0836-<7-@%,.% 3F/%1>00/-3%8363/%,.% 7-3/040/3/0%/<>1637,-% 7-% 3F/%N-73/<%J363/8)%5F78% G7A73637,-%;68%L/:,-<%A:%
1,-30,G%68%6%0/8/601F/0)%
%%%%%5F/%8/1,-<%G7A73637,-%1/-3/0/<%,-%3F/%DF68/%5F0//%J>0K/:%0/84,-8/%063/)%5F/%0/3>0-%063/%.,0%DF68/%5F0//%;68%
!"l)% 5F/0/% ;/0/% 8/K/06G% 4,3/-376GG:% 1,-307L>37-@% .613,08% 3,% 3F/% G,;% 0/84,-8/% 063/)% 5F/% 8>0K/:% 1,-367-/<% ##!%
Z>/837,-8[;73F% (#% Z>/837,-8% 6GG,;7-@% .,0% Z>6G73637K/% 0/84,-8/8[6-<% 3,,H% L/3;//-% !"% 6-<% k"% A7->3/8% 3,%
































,.% Q':/60'40,@06A% @06<>63/8% 0/Z>70/% #kh#&% A,-3F8% 6.3/0% @06<>637,-% 3,% /60-% -637,-6G'G/K/G% 10/</-376G8)% C7@F3:%









B!""QE%8363/8% 3F63%1073716G% 3F7-H7-@%8H7GG8%60/%H/:%3,%6-%7-3/040/37-@%/<>1637,-$%6-<%,.% 3F/%40,@06A8%7-%3F78%83><:$%







3F/% 7-1G>87,-% ,.% 8>@@/83/<% 3/1F-7Z>/8)% PF63% ;/0/% .,0A/0% @648% 7-% 7-830>137,-% 60/% -,;% L/7-@% 1,K/0/<% L:% 3F/%
1>0071>G>A)%%
i)!)!( D061371>A%%
W/6-% 6-<% D,GG60<% B!""#E% 8>@@/83/<% 3F63% 3F/% 0/Z>70/A/-3% ,.% A,0/% 830>13>0/<% 8>4/0K787,-% 7-% 3F/% 7-3/040/37-@%
4061371>A%;,>G<%G/6<%3,%A,0/%/../137K/%7-3/040/37-@%40,@06A8)%\>6-373637K/G:%BDF68/%5F0//E$%3F/%0/8>G38%0/@60<7-@%
4061371>A%;/0/%-,3%87@-7.716-3$%L>3%3F/%Z>6G73637K/%<636%1,-.70A/<%6%87@-7.716-3%7A4613)%2-%DF68/8%5;,%6-<%5F0//$%
3F/% 0/Z>70/A/-38% .,0% 3F/% 4061371>A% K607/<% 7-% 830>13>0/% 6-<% <>0637,-?% F,;/K/0$% 0/@60<G/88% ,.% 3F/% 830>13>0/% ,0%
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0/Z>70/A/-38$% 3F0//% ,.% 3F/% .7K/% DF68/%5F0//% 0/84,-</-38% 7-<7163/<% 3F63% 3F/% 4061371>A% /Y4/07/-1/%;68% 6% 1073716G%
.613,0% 3,% 83></-3% 8>11/88)% M/84,-</-3% +% 7-<713/<% 3F63% bPF63% @,/8% ,-% 7-% 3F/% 1G6880,,A% 78% 6%A7-,0% 4603% ,.% ,>0%
83></-38% G/60-7-@% 3F/% G6-@>6@/n1>G3>0/)% 2-3/0-8F74%1G688/8%60/%10>176G% 3,% 8H7GG%</K/G,4A/-3)c%5F/8/%<636% 830,-@G:%
8>@@/83%3F63%3F/%4061371>A%/Y4/07/-1/%F68%6%1,-87</06LG/%7A4613%,-%83></-3%8>11/88)%V>83%68%83></-3%3/61F7-@%78%6%









W@3@! Z;&#* I(#;$%9#;&"91,%%'1,)&%KO%$)&#$0* 1;&%&1#$%'6#'16* (-* 6,11$66-,)* !/H6* &--$1#*
%$&0'"$66\**
5F/%0/8>G38%.0,A%3F78%83><:%0/K/6G/<%/K7</-1/%3F63%A,0/%87@-7.716-3%<7../0/-1/8%16-%L/%,L8/0K/<%;F/-%1,-87</07-@%















.,0% /<>163,08%;F,%60/% 8H7GG/<%6-<%1,A4/3/-3% 68% /<>163,08% 68%;/GG% 68%40613737,-/08% BM,:$%!"""?%P7-83,-$%!""QE)%
2-3/040/3/0%/<>163,08%-//<%3,%>-</0836-<%F,;%G/60-7-@%L/83%,11>08$%L/%6LG/%3,%1,-830>13%G/60-7-@%6137K737/8%L68/<%,-%
3F/% G/60-/0X8% -//<8$% 6-<% /K6G>63/% 3F/70% ,;-% /../137K/-/88% 68% /<>163,08% BP7-83,-$% !""QE)% C<>163,08% ;F,% F6K/%
6<K6-1/<% 3067-7-@% 7-% G6-@>6@/% 83><:% 6-<%;F,% 60/% 0/8/601F/08% BM,:$% !"""E% 60/% L/33/0% 4,8737,-/<% 3,% /Y4/07/-1/%
8>11/88%7-%40/4607-@%83></-38)%P7-83,-%B!""QE%8>@@/83/<%3F63%,-/%,.%3F/%3;,%1073716G%1F6GG/-@/8%3F63%2CD8%1,-.0,-3%
<67G:%78%3F/%6L7G73:%3,%7</-37.:%6-<%688/88%Z>6G7.7/<$%1,A4/3/-3%.61>G3:)%%
R%A6^,0% 1,-1/0-% 0/G63/<% 3,% 3F78% .7-<7-@% 78% 3F63% 611,0<7-@% 3,% 3F/%a+2C+% !""I% 2CD%R88/88A/-3% B+,H/G:%U%















R-,3F/0% .613,0% 3F63% 0/4,03/<G:% F6<% 6% 87@-7.716-3% 7A4613% ,-% 3F/% 2CDX8% 8>11/88%;68% 3F/% 37A/'4/07,<% 7-%;F71F% 3F/%























R-% 7-3/0/837-@% 6-<% 7-17</-36G% <781,K/0:% 7-% 3F78% 0/8/601F[,-/% 3F63% <,/8%-,3%<70/13G:% 6<<0/88% 6% 84/17.71% 0/8/601F%
Z>/837,-[1/-3/08%,-%3F/%7-3/-</<%4>04,8/%,0%/Y4/13/<%/-<%0/8>G3%,.%6%</@0//%7-%87@-/<%G6-@>6@/%7-3/040/37-@)%5F/%
40/K67G7-@% G73/063>0/% 8>44,038% 3F/% L/G7/.% 3F63% 2CD8% 8F,>G<% 0/8>G3% 7-% 10/</-376G'0/6<:% @06<>63/8)% 5F/% G73/063>0/%
L/A,6-8% 3F/% 81F,,G'3,'10/</-376G% @64% 6-<% 7-87838% 3F63% 83/48% -//<% 3,% L/% 36H/-% 3,% 1F6-@/% 73)% R% G60@/% ->AL/0% ,.%
0/8/601F/08%B+,H/G:$%!""(?%_078FL/0@$%#II(?%D6307/$%#II(?%M,L7-8,-$%#II(?%J36>../0$%#II(?%P7-83,-$%!""Q?%P733/0'
T/073F/;% U% V,F-8,-$% !""Q$% !""(E% % 7-<7163/% 3F63% 40,@06A8% -//<% 3,% 40,<>1/% @06<>63/8% ;F,% 60/% 6LG/% 3,% /60-%
7-3/040/37-@% 10/</-376G8% 6.3/0% @06<>637,-)% O,;/K/0$% 6% ./;% 40,@06A8% <786@0//% ;73F% 3F78% 81F,,G% ,.% 3F,>@F3)%
M/84,-</-3%!!$%.,0%/Y6A4G/$%8363/<$%b`>08%7e8f%6-%/-30:'G/K/G%40,@06A)%P/%60/%-,3%40/4607-@%4/,4G/%.,0%-637,-6G%
1/037.71637,-)c%5F78% 0/84,-</-3% @,/8% ,-% 3,% 86:$% be5fF/%@,6G% ,.% ,>0% 40,@06A% 78% -,3% .,0% 83></-38% 3,% L/% -637,-6GG:%
1/037.7/<)%5F/0/%78%-,%;6:%3F/:%1,>G<%L/%0/6<:%.,0%-637,-6G%1/037.71637,-%7-%k%:/608)c%M/84,-</-3%#I%7-<7163/<%3F63%
F/0% 40,@06A% 16>37,-8% 83></-38% 3F63% ./;% ;7GG% L/% 0/6<:% .,0% 3F/% 4/0.,0A6-1/n7-3/0K7/;% 4,037,-% ,.% 3F/% M2W% >4,-%
@06<>637,-)% R-<$% .7-6GG:$% M/84,-</-3% i% 8363/<$% b2% ,L^/13% 3,% 3F/% 688>A437,-% F/0/% 3F63% 3F/% @,6G% 78% 3,% G,;/0% 3F/%
@06<>637,-'3,'10/</-376G7-@% @64)% 5;,% :/608% ,.% 8/68,-7-@% 4,83% @06<>637,-% ;73F% 7-3/-8/% A/-3,08F74% 8F,>G<% L/%
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( 5;,':/60% 7-3/040/37-@% 40,@06A8% -//<% 3,% L/% 0/830>13>0/<% 8,% 3F63% 3F/70% 1>0071>G6% 60/% L/33/0% 6G7@-/<% 3,%
.617G7363/%83></-3%306-8./0%7-3,%L6116G6>0/63/'%G/K/G%40,@06A8)%!
( 2CD8%-//<%3,%.,83/0%A,0/%,44,03>-737/8%.,0%,>3',.'1G6880,,A%G/60-7-@)%D0,@06A8%-//<%3,%40,K7</%83></-38%
;73F% 0/6G';,0G<% /Y4/07/-1/% 3F0,>@F% 7-3/06137,-%;73F7-% 3F/%W/6.% 6-<% 7-3/040/37-@% 1,AA>-737/8% 3F0,>@F%
40613716%6-<%8/0K71/%G/60-7-@)%!
UD! V':156$#':!%:(!*+1';;+:(%0#':$!)'*!)606*+!*+$+%*13!
5F/% 81F,,G'3,'10/</-376G% @64% 7-% 7-3/040/3/0% /<>1637,-% 78% 6% 8:83/A71% 107878% ;F,8/% 0/8,G>37,-% ;7GG% 0/Z>70/%
1,GG6L,0637,-% 6A,-@%6GG% 836H/F,G</08)%]/16>8/% 2CD8% 60/% 3F/%407A60:%40,<>1/08%,.% 7-3/040/3/08$% 3F/% .>3>0/%,.% 3F/%
7-3/040/37-@%.7/G<%G7/8%7-%3F/%Z>6G73:%,.%/<>1637,-%</G7K/0/<%L:%3F/8/%2CD8)%2.%1F6-@/8%60/%-,3%A6</%3,%7A40,K/%3F/%
Z>6G73:%,.%3F/%/<>1637,-%40,K7</<%L:%2CD8$%3F/%8363>8%Z>,%;7GG%0/A67-$%6-<%3F/%.7/G<%,.%7-3/040/37-@%;7GG%836@-63/%
;F7G/%</6.% 7-<7K7<>6G8% 8>../0%L/16>8/%,.% G/88'3F6-'1,A4/3/-3$%>-Z>6G7.7/<% 7-3/040/3/08)%+,-87</07-@% 3F/%@0,;7-@%







( +,-<>13% Z>687/Y4/07A/-36G% 83><7/8% >87-@% 1,-30,G% @0,>48% 3,% /A470716GG:% </3/0A7-/% 3F/% /../137K/-/88% ,.%
K607,>8% 7-830>137,-6G%6440,61F/8=%5F78%83><:%:7/G</<%K/0:%@/-/06G% 0/8>G38% 0/@60<7-@% 3F/%/../137K/-/88%,.%
K607,>8% 6440,61F/8% 6-<% .613,08)% R% 8/07/8% ,.% /Y4/07A/-36G% </87@-8[/61F% ,.% ;F71F% 1,-87</08% 6% 87-@G/%
6440,61F[;,>G<%/-6LG/%A,0/%7-'</43F%1,-87</0637,-%,.%3F/%K607,>8%6440,61F/8)%%
WD! .1L:'75+(4;+:0!
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